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many people agree that simple things make for
happy days. if that’s the case, then this house is
in for a long run of pleasurable moments.

First of all,

it is a true ski-out property. “We grab our gear, push open the back door
after breakfast and glide onto a beautiful run at Snowmass,” says the
owner. Which makes it perfectly ski-in, as well: “At lunchtime we drop
off the trail and step back into the kitchen for a bite,” she laughs. Then in
the afternoon, “everybody flops onto the sofa for cocoa.” Simple.
But, surprisingly, simple isn’t always easy. The owners, who moved to
the area from a more metropolitan life on the East Coast, had searched
near and far for the perfect change of scenery. What the family found in
Snowmass Village is nature and the activities it offers: skiing, biking and
hiking. They loved this home’s modernity and location, and they asked
the designer of their New York residence, Jennifer Post, to upgrade
finishes and select new furniture. “We wanted a warm, contemporary
family feel,” says the owner.
Post understood their comfy-chic lean immediately. “I wanted them to

style selection
Inspired by midcentury modern
style, designer Nikom Sangkantha
created this rustic yet streamlined
chair for The Phillips Collection
using chamcha wood. Jun chair,
$1,199; phillipscollection.com

have a sense of style but not be afraid to put their feet up,” she says. Her
strategy was straightforward: furniture scaled to fit the rooms’ needs
interior design Jennifer Post, Jennifer Post Design, Inc.
architecture Tim Hagman, AIA, and Kurt Carruth,

Hagman Architects, Ltd.
home builder Shannon Sweeney, Sweeney Development, Inc.
bedrooms 5

bathrooms 5

square feet 5,800
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covered in neutral, textured fabrics with a color story and art program
revolving around Colorado’s four-season climate.
The home’s most formal space—the living room—focuses a sectional

e n g r av e d i n v i tat i o n
On a chilly winter’s eve, this house offers a
warm welcome to family and friends, with
cozy spaces glowing through Windsor
windows from Architectural Windows &
Doors. Stonework by Western Masonry,
cedar siding and a standing-seam metal
roof by Angle Construction create a more
modern yet decidedly mountain house.

sofa and a pair of chairs onto both a stone fireplace and a tall painting
in spring-green colors. As she was sketching her ideas, Post imagined
family members hiking all day and then kicking back on the sofa and
chairs. Covering the sofa in charcoal mohair—soft yet durable, warm
yet modern—she had it built extra deep. “It kind of reaches out to
hug you,” Post says.
Though the designer commissioned art for the home’s major areas, it’s
the view that serves as both the art and the hero of the dining room,
which rises two steps to celebrate the drama beyond the windows; there
are no highback chairs or vista-blocking light fixtures. Post designed
bench seating to accompany the owners’ existing furniture to keep the
space tailored and sophisticated yet inviting. “Everybody loves a bench,”
she chuckles. “It’s the most family-friendly piece of furniture there is.”
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trunk show
A Desiron mirror in the entry catches in
its reflection a painting by New York artist
Jaime Barbato and a console by Brooklynbased craftsman Eric Slayton. Sculptures
from DAO in Los Angeles mimic the trees
outside; the horizontal plane of a bench by
Slayton balances their verticality.

make a scene
A Holly Hunt dining table and
chairs are perfectly poised to
enjoy views of Burnt Mountain
and Hunter Creek Valley; the
chairs were kept low so as
not to obstruct the panorama.
The painting and accessories
are from Cathers Home.
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c h o c o l at e b a r
Dark-stained alder wood cabinetry
surrounds appliances by Viking and
Bosch. The island—topped with quartz
material installed by Serrano’s Marble
& Granite—is a popular spot to pull up
one of the barstools from Soluzioni in
West Hollywood and enjoy hot cocoa.
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This house went through several transformations on its way to such
simple pleasures. It was new in the 1970s, reborn in the ’80s and refurbished
again in the ’90s. A few years ago, builder Shannon Sweeney purchased
the house and collaborated with architect Tim Hagman and Kurt
Carruth on the design of its latest incarnation before the new owners
acquired it. They added the dining room, ski room and master suite,
and curved the roof over some of the spaces. Outside, the exterior
now wears cedar, steel and stone for a contemporary effect. “We used
traditional mountain materials in a fresh, modern way,” Carruth says.
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deep thoughts
Jennifer Post custom designed coffee tables, an
extra deep sofa and side chairs, all by Soluzioni,
for a cozy après-ski atmosphere in the living
room. A Samsung television from Campbell Audio
Video provides entertainment, and LA-based artist
Chris Classen’s three-panel painting splashes
color into the earth-toned space.

u s ua l s u s p ec t
Windows above the freestanding
bathtub allow natural light to flood
the spa-like master bath. Rather
than an expected mirror above
the vanity (by Carbondale Custom
Cabinets and Trim), a large window
instead frames the views.
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Already familiar with the house, Sweeney was a natural fit when Post
and the new owners wanted to give the interiors a facelift—including
fresh paint and bright white countertops in the kitchen. And the design
rock show
A rug from Westwood Carpets adds warmth
and dimension to the master bedroom.
Post gathers stones from all of her work
sites and places them somewhere in the
home; here, they accent a bench beneath
Russell Sharon’s oil-on-canvas from Cheryl
Hazan Contemporary Art in New York.

team is rightfully proud of the work. The plan is a tight gathering of
living, dining and family volumes cuddled up to an expansive, lightfilled kitchen. It’s a very open layout taking advantage of vistas toward
Independence Pass and up the Hunter Creek Valley. “Basically, we
studied the views and framed them,” Sweeney says. Simple.
And, after all, it’s the simple things that make for happy days. L
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